
Do your techs suffer from 
…back pain? …fatigue? …body aches?

We’ve got a solution for that! 
Meet the Dual Lift from Handy.

MADE IN USA

Handy’s Dual Lift is the answer for servicing power wheelchairs, 
scooters, and other personal mobility aids at your ideal work-
ing level. The lift was developed in conjunction with some of 
our partners in the healthcare industry to satisfy a growing de-
mand. With service departments and technicians in mind, we 
developed a lift that eliminates the need to work off the floor or 
put power chairs or scooters on unsafe surfaces. 

Equipped with a 700-lb. lifting capacity, the Dual Lift is pow-
ered by a 1/3 hp. electric motor which creates a smooth 
transition between the up and down position. Meeting the 
requirements for a wide variety of mobility aids, the Dual Lift 
helps to eliminate the fatigue and stress that can come from 
bending over your project or working on the floor. The primary 
platform surface is 32” x 48” with a 37” maximum height, while 

the secondary platform surface measures 10”x17” and adds an 
extra 6” of lifting height, adding convenience for even the tall-
est technician. A 34” long ramp makes loading and unloading 
easy and a 20-second cycle time means you won’t waste time 
completing projects. 
When their livelihood depends on you, you can depend on the 
Dual Lift from Handy.
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It starts with a purpose. 
At Handy, we believe our purpose is: 

Simplify: Mastering efficient solutions from paper to paint.

MADE IN USA

Teamwork: Working together toward our vision to accomplish great things.
Be Our Best: Passionate, energetic, and confident in all we do.

Empower: Inspiring boldness, creativity, and continuous improvement.
Industry Leader: Superior products and services with the purpose to simplify.

Respect: Straightforward with an open mind and a kind heart. 
Family: Fun atmosphere and positive attitudes, appreciating each other’s own unique personalities.

Dual Lift  
Specifications

Max. height 37” primary + 6” secondary

Min. height 11”

Primary platform 32” x 48”

Secondary platform 10” x 17”

Capacity 700 lbs.

Ramp 30” W x 34” L

Motor 115v 60hz

Cycle Time 20 seconds

Weight 300 lbs.

“The Dual Lift has eliminated unneces-
sary injuries to our staff while providing a 
better work surface for our technicians to 

properly diagnose and service our cus-
tomers’ wheelchairs. While other lifts have 

‘worked,’ the Dual Lift has allowed  
Numotion to take it to another level. No 

pun intended!”
Shawn, Numotion


